ALUMINUM JIG TRACKS

Universal T-Track
2’ - 22104, 3’ - 26420,
Miter Track
Bench Dog T-Loc Track
Bench Dog Dual Track

4’ - 20054
3’ - 63018
3’ - 25471
3’ - 23880

APPLICATION:

FEATURES:

Universal T-Track boasts a unique stacked-slot
design that allows you to attach any accessory with
1/4" T-bolts, 5/16" T-bolts, or 1/4" Hex-bolts.
Available in two foot, three foot, or four foot lengths.

• All tracks are made of aluminum for strength and
durability. Universal T-Track and Miter Track are
blue; T-Loc and Dual Track are silver.
• Universal T-Track is pre-drilled with holes for #6
flat head screws, centered in the track, and
equally spaced on 4” centers along the length of
the track. The 2’ track has six holes; the 3’ track
has nine holes, and the 4’ track has twelve holes.
• Miter Track is predrilled with four holes for #6 flat
head screws. The holes are centered in the
track. The middle holes are on 12” centers, and
the end holes are 10-1/2” on center from the
middle holes.
• T-Loc Track is not pre-drilled for mounting.
• Dual Track is pre-drilled with five holes for #8 flathead screws. The holes are centered in the miter
track portion of the track, with one hole centered
in the length of the track and the additional holes
on 8-1/2” center to center intervals.
• Mounting screws are not included with any of the
tracks.

Miter Track allows you to incorporate capability for
a standard rectangular miter bar or miter gauge in
your project. Available in three foot lengths.
T-Loc Track takes all the features of Universal TTrack and adds a tail piece for convenient
attachment to the top or side of a fence. Available
in three foot lengths.
Dual Track combines the features of Universal TTrack with a side-by-side Miter Track, and adds
capability for T-type miter bars as well. Available in
three foot lengths.
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